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Gary G. Zech
Chief, Performance and Quality Evaluation Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

SUBJECT: Your Letter of May 11, 1994, Regarding Copyright Restrictions

Dear Mr. Zech:

In response to the above referenced letter, concerning the placement of our Topical Report, titled Hi. story
of10CFRSO. Appendix B, and its impact on Nuclear Power Plant Performance, in the Public Document
Room and distribution to Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) employees, CER grants a nonexclusive
royalty-free license to the NRC to reproduce and distribute copies of the Report.

This release is being provided with the following understanding of the NRC's objectives and the role of
the NRC Public Document Room: ,

l. When NRC employees provide copies of the Topical Report to members of the public, it will nor-
mally be one or two copies at a time on an as-needed basis and in connection with official NRC
business. The NRC does not want to become a book distributor, e.g., when members of the public
need 20 to 30 copies of the Report, they will typ;cally be referred to CER Corporation.

2. Once placed in the Public Document Room (PDR), members of the public may obtain unlimited
copies of the Topical Report from the PDR. However, due to the font size in footnotes, special
shading in supplements, and level-of-detail in tables, we expect that most who obtain copies will
decide to order one or more original-quality copies from CER Corporation. We recognize that
whether this actually happens is not the NRC's responsibility.

Members of the public who obtain the Topical Report from the NRC will not have the right to further
cop,s the document without our authorization. Accordingly, we ask that copies of the Report, either placed
in the PDR or distributed to the public, continue to carry the copyright notice printed inside its front

Should we become aware of the unauthorized reproduction of copies, we will pursue the mattercoser.

with our attorneys and will regard the issue as independent of our decision to grant the NRC permission
to copy the Report.

.

Very truly yours,3, .
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M arc J. Myer
CER Corpbration
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